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AGENDA 
PLANNING AND ZONING REGULAR MEETING 

MARCH 10, 2022 @ 7:00 P.M. 
Notice is hereby given: the Planning and Zoning Commission for the City of Parker will hold a Regular Meeting on 
Thursday, March 10, 2022, at 7:00 P.M. at Parker City Hall, 5700 E. Parker Road, Parker, Texas 75002. The meeting 
will be open to the public.   
Pursuant to Texas Government Code § 551.127, notice is given that it is the intent of the Planning and Zoning 
Commission that a quorum of the Commission will be physically present for the above-referenced meeting at Parker City 
Hall, 5700 E. Parker Road, Parker Texas.  Some Commissioners or City employees may participate in this meeting 
remotely by means of video conference call in compliance with state law. 
CALL TO ORDER – Roll Call and Determination of a Quorum 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

AMERICAN PLEDGE: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America; and to the republic for which 
it stands, one nation under God, indivisible with liberty and justice for all. 
TEXAS PLEDGE: Honor the Texas flag; I pledge allegiance to thee, Texas, one state under God, one and indivisible. 

PUBLIC COMMENTS The Commission invites any person with business before the Commission to speak.  No formal 
action may be taken on these items at this meeting.  Please keep comments to 3 minutes. 
 

INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION ITEMS 
1 CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION MEETING MINUTES FOR 

NOVEMBER 11, 2021. 
2 CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION MEETING MINUTES FOR MARCH 

3, 2022. 
3 CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION ON 6815 MCWHIRTER ROAD 

DEVELOPMENT PLAT.  
4 CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION ON KINGS CROSSING PHASE 3 

FINAL PLAT. 
ROUTINE ITEMS 
 

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 
 

ADJOURN 
In addition to any specifically identified Executive Sessions, the Planning and Zoning Commission may convene into Executive 
Session at any point during the open meeting to discuss any item posted on this Agenda.  The Open Meetings Act provides specific 
exceptions that require that a meeting be open.  Should Commission elect to convene into Executive Session, those exceptions will 
be specifically identified and announced.  Any subsequent action, as a result of this Executive Session, will be taken and recorded in 
open session.   
I certify that this Notice of Meeting was posted on or before March 4, 2022, by 5:00 p.m. at the Parker City Hall, and as a courtesy, 
this Agenda is also posted to the City of Parker Website at www.parkertexas.us. 

   
Date Notice Removed  Patti Scott Grey 
  City Secretary 

The Parker City Hall is Wheelchair accessible.  Sign interpretations or other special assistance for disabled attendees must be 
requested 48 hours in advance by contacting the City Secretary’s Office at 972-442-6811.  

http://www.parkertexas.us/


 
 

 

 

Budget Account Code:  Meeting Date: See above. 

Budgeted Amount:   
Department/ 

Requestor: P&Z Commission 

Fund Balance-before 
expenditure:  Prepared by:   

ACA/CS Scott Grey for 

Public Works Director Machado 

Estimated Cost:  Date Prepared: March 4, 2022 

Exhibits: • Proposed Minutes 

AGENDA SUBJECT 

CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION MEETING MINUTES FOR 
NOVEMBER 11, 2021. 
SUMMARY  
Please review the attached minutes. If you have any questions, comments, and/or 
corrections, please contact the City Secretary at PGrey@parkertexas.us prior to the City 
Council meeting. 

POSSIBLE ACTION   
Planning and Zoning (P&Z) Commission may direct staff to take appropriate action. 

 
Inter – Office Use 

Approved by: Enter Text Here   
Department Head/ 
Requestor: Patti Scott Grey Date: 03/04/2022 

City Attorney:  Trey Lansford Date: 03/04/2022 via Municode Software 

Public Work Director Gary Machado Date: 03/04/2022 

 

Council Agenda Item 

mailto:PGrey@parkertexas.us
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MINUTES 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION MEETING 

November 11, 2021 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER – Roll Call and Determination of a Quorum 

The Planning and Zoning Commission met on the above date. Chairperson Wright called the meeting 
to order at 7:05 p.m. 
 

Commissioners Present: Use “✓” or “X”, please 

x Chairperson Russell Wright   Alternate <Open Slot> 

x Commissioner Joe Lozano   Alternate Larkin Crutcher 

 Commissioner Wei Wei Jeang  x Alternate JR Douglas 

x Commissioner David Leamy    

 Commissioner Jasmat Sutaria    

     

Staff/Others Present: 

x Public Works Dir. Gary Machado   City Attorney Brandon S. Shelby 

 City Secretary Patti Scott Grey    

 
APPOINTMENT  OF ALTERNATE(S) 
 
Alternate Douglas served as a voting member for tonight’s meeting. 
 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
 
The pledges were recited. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS The Commission invites any person with business before the 
Commission to speak to the Commission.  No formal action may be taken on these items at this 
meeting.  Please keep comments to 3 minutes. 
 
No one was present at the meeting for public comments.  
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INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION ITEMS 
 

1. CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION MEETING MINUTES FOR 
July 22, 2021. 

 
MOTION:  Commissioner Leamy moved to approve the minutes as presented. Alternate Doug-
las seconded with Commissioners/Alternate Wright, Lozano, Leamy, Douglas voting for. Mo-
tion carried 4-0. 
 

2. CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION ON Whitestone Estates Phase 
3 final plat. 

 
Director Machado led a brief discussion that indicated all previously-identified outstanding 
issues have been satisfactorily addressed by the developer. 
 
MOTION:  Alternate Douglas moved to approve the final plat. Commissioner Leamy seconded 
with Commissioners/Alternates Wright, Lozano, Leamy, Douglas voting for. Motion carried 4-
0. 
 

FUTRE AGENDA ITEMS 
 
Director Machado indicated that Kings Crossing Phase 3A final plat will be up for discussion and 
approval in the near future. 
 
Commissioner Wright indicated that Commissioner Kittrell has resigned, and there are two appli-
cations received for the vacant alternate position. One applicant, Tim McGinnis, was present at the 
meeting.  

 
ADJOURN 

 
Chairperson Wright adjourned the meeting at 7:12 p.m. 
 

Minutes Approved on __10th___ day of _____March______, 2022. 
 

 
 

__________________________________ 
Chairperson Russell Wright 

 
Attest: 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Commission Secretary Wei Wei Jeang 
 
___________________________________ 
Prepared by Commission Secretary Wei Wei Jeang 
 



 
 

 

 

Budget Account Code:  Meeting Date: See above. 

Budgeted Amount:   
Department/ 

Requestor: P&Z Commission 

Fund Balance-before 
expenditure:  Prepared by:   

ACA/CS Scott Grey for 

Public Works Director Machado 

Estimated Cost:  Date Prepared: March 4, 2022 

Exhibits: • Proposed Minutes 

AGENDA SUBJECT 

CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION MEETING MINUTES FOR 
MARCH 3, 2021. 
SUMMARY  
Please review the attached minutes. If you have any questions, comments, and/or 
corrections, please contact the City Secretary at PGrey@parkertexas.us prior to the City 
Council meeting. 

POSSIBLE ACTION   
Planning and Zoning (P&Z) Commission may direct staff to take appropriate action. 

 
Inter – Office Use 

Approved by: Enter Text Here   
Department Head/ 
Requestor: Patti Scott Grey Date: 03/04/2022 

City Attorney:  Trey Lansford Date: 03/04/2022 via Municode Software 

Public Work Director Gary Machado Date: 03/04/2022 

 

Council Agenda Item 

mailto:PGrey@parkertexas.us
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MINUTES 

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION SPECIAL MEETING 

March 3, 2022 

 
CALL TO ORDER – Roll Call and Determination of a Quorum 

The Planning and Zoning Commission met on the above date. Chairperson Wright called the meeting 
to order at 4:05 p.m. 

Commissioners Present: Use “✓” or “X”, please 

x Chairperson Russell Wright   Alternate Larkin Crutcher – arrived at 4:17 PM 

x Commissioner Joe Lozano   Alternate JR Douglas 

x Commissioner Wei Wei Jeang   Alternate Todd Fecht 

x Commissioner David Leamy    

x Commissioner Jasmat Sutaria    

     

Staff/Others Present: 

x Public Works Dir. Gary Machado  x City Attorney Trey Lansford 

x City Secretary Patti Scott Grey  x City Administrator Luke B. Olson 

APPOINTMENT  OF ALTERNATE(S) 

None. 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

The pledges were recited. 
PUBLIC COMMENTS  

Carolyn Moebius, 1412 Parkview Lane, Murphy, Texas, spoke and expressed her concerns about 
the flooding issues around Maxwell Creek and increased demands on the city’s infrastructure 
including police, fire, and emergency services if additional homes are developed and constructed. 
She urged the city to institute the moratorium. 
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Edward Roush, 1333 Noel Road, Dallas, Texas, spoke and expressed his desire to preserve South 
Fork Ranch and his support for a moratorium. 
PUBLIC HEARING REGARDING PROPOSED TEMPORARY MORATORIUM 

P&Z Chair Wright opened a public hearing regarding a proposed temporary moratorium on the 
acceptance, review, and approvals necessary for the subdivision, site planning, development, or 
construction within the city limits and extraterritorial jurisdiction of the City of Parker, Texas, at 
4:10 p.m. 
City Engineer John Birkhoff, P.E., of Birkhoff, Hendricks & Carter, LLP, reported on the City of 
Parker’s current water supply and demand situation. With reference to his letter, dated March 1, 
2022, to City Administrator Luke Olson, Mr. Birkhoff indicated the current water demand is at or 
beyond the contracted supply of 3.5 MGD (Millions of Gallons Per Day) from North Texas 
Municipal Water District (NTMWD). This is not including the additional 834 lots the City has 
already approved for development. Mr. Birkhoff recommends that no additional lots be approved 
until a second pump station is brought online and the new NTMWD water supply contract is signed. 
P&Z Chair Wright opened the floor for comments at 4:22 p.m. 
No one came forward and P&Z Chair Wright declared the public hearing closed at 4:23 p.m. 
INDIVIDUAL CONSIDERATION ITEMS 

1. CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION REGARDING A RECOM-
MENDATION ON A PROPOSED TEMPORARY MORATORIUM ON THE AC-
CEPTANCE, REVIEW, AND APPROVAL NECESSARY FOR THE SUBDIVISION, SITE 
PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT, OR CONSTRUCTION WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS AND 
EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION OF THE CITY OF PARKER (ORDINANCE NO. 
812). 
MOTION:  Commissioner Lozano moved to recommend a temporary moratorium on the ac-
ceptance, review, and approval necessary for the subdivision, site planning, development, or 
construction within the city limits and extraterritorial jurisdiction of the City of Parker, Texas.  
Commissioner Leamy seconded with Commissioners Wright, Lozano, Jeang, Sutaria, Leamy 
voting for the motion. Motion carried 5-0. 

2. ADJOURN 
Chairperson Wright adjourned the meeting at 4:37 p.m. 

Minutes Approved on __10th___ day of _____March____, 2022. 
 
 
 

__________________________________ 
Chairperson Russell Wright 

Prepared by: 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Commission Secretary Wei Wei Jeang 
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__________________________________ 
Attested by City Secretary Patti Scott Grey 



 
 

 

 

Budget Account Code:  Meeting Date: See above. 

Budgeted Amount:   
Department/ 

Requestor: P&Z Commission 

Fund Balance-before 
expenditure:  Prepared by:   

ACA/CS Scott Grey for Public 

Works Director Gary Machado 

Estimated Cost:  Date Prepared: March 4, 2022 

 

Exhibits: 

 

1. Development Application 
2. Development Plat 

AGENDA SUBJECT 

CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION ON 6815 MCWHIRTER 
ROAD DEVELOPMENT PLAT. 
SUMMARY  
Please review the information provided for 6815 McWhirter Road Development Plat,  
Lot 1, Block A, being 36.806 acres, situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, 
Collin County, Texas. 
POSSIBLE ACTION   
Planning and Zoning (P&Z) Commission may direct staff to take appropriate action. 
 
Inter – Office Use 

Approved by: Enter Text Here   
Department Head/ 
Requestor: Patti Scott Grey Date: 03/04/2022 

City Attorney:  Trey Lansford Date: 03/04/2022 via Municode Software 

Public Work Director Gary Machado Date: 03/04/2022 

 

 

Agenda Item 



























Lot 2, Block A

POINT OF
BEGINNING

Lot 1, Block A

H
TRO

N

               FINAL PLAT               

MCWHIRTER MUDDY CREEK
LOT 1, BLOCK A

BEING 36.806 ACRES OF LAND SITUATED
IN THE R. SPARKS SURVEY, ABSTRACT NO. 850

COLLIN COUNTY, TEXAS

Scale: 1" = 100'             February, 2022            SEI Job No. 20-155

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF TEXAS §
COUNTY OF COLLIN §

OWNER'S CERTIFICATE
STATE OF TEXAS §
COUNTY OF COLLIN §

BEING

BEGINNING

STATE OF TEXAS §
COUNTY OF _______ §

NOTES:

OWNER / APPLICANT
Muddy Creek Holdings LLC

PO Box 941461
Plano, Texas 75094

Telephone (214) 770-9474
Contact: Philip Brua

LEGEND

ENGINEER / SURVEYOR
Spiars Engineering, Inc.

765 Custer Road, Suite 100
Plano, TX 75075

Telephone: (972) 422-0077
TBPELS No. F-2121 and No. F-10043100

Contact: Mike Martinie

LOCATION MAP
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 a tract of land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, a tract of land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  tract of land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, tract of land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  of land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, of land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, land situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, situated in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, in the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, the R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, R. Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Sparks Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Survey, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Abstract No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, No. 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, 850, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, in Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Collin County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, County, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Texas, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, being all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, all of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, of the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, the tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, tracts conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, conveyed to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, to Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Creek Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, Holdings, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, LLC, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, by deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, deeds recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250, recorded in Document No. 20200220000239250,  in Document No. 20200220000239250, in Document No. 20200220000239250,  Document No. 20200220000239250, Document No. 20200220000239250,  No. 20200220000239250, No. 20200220000239250,  20200220000239250, 20200220000239250, Document No. 20200220000239240, Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  No. 20200220000239240, Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described No. 20200220000239240, Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  20200220000239240, Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described 20200220000239240, Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described Document No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described No. 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described 20200221000248590, and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described and Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described Document No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described No. 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described 20200225000261220 of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described of the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described the Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described Deed Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described Records, Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described Collin County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described County, Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described Texas (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described (DRCCT), with the subject tract being more particularly described  with the subject tract being more particularly described with the subject tract being more particularly described  the subject tract being more particularly described the subject tract being more particularly described  subject tract being more particularly described subject tract being more particularly described  tract being more particularly described tract being more particularly described  being more particularly described being more particularly described  more particularly described more particularly described  particularly described particularly described  described described as follows:  at a 5/8" capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to at a 5/8" capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  a 5/8" capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to a 5/8" capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  5/8" capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to 5/8" capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to capped iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to iron rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to rod found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to found for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to for the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to the easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to easternmost southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to southeast corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to corner of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to of the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to the subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to subject tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to tract, on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to on the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to the west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to west line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to line of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to of McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to McCreary Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to Road, a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to a public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to public right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to right-of-way, also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to also being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to being the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to the northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  northeast corner of a tract conveyed to northeast corner of a tract conveyed to  corner of a tract conveyed to corner of a tract conveyed to  of a tract conveyed to of a tract conveyed to  a tract conveyed to a tract conveyed to  tract conveyed to tract conveyed to  conveyed to conveyed to  to to Chung Han Yu, recorded in Document No. 20160502000528120 DRCCT; THENCE S 89°24'21" W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  S 89°24'21" W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped S 89°24'21" W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  89°24'21" W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 89°24'21" W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped W, along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped along the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped the north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped north line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped line of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped of said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped said Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped Yu tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped tract, passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped passing at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped at 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 1069.83 feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped feet a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped a 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 1/2" capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped capped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped iron rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped rod found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped found, and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped and continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped continuing a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped a total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped total distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped distance of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped of 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 1630.33 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped  iron rod with plastic cap stamped iron rod with plastic cap stamped  rod with plastic cap stamped rod with plastic cap stamped  with plastic cap stamped with plastic cap stamped  plastic cap stamped plastic cap stamped  cap stamped cap stamped  stamped stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the southernmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the northwest corner of said Yu tract; THENCE S 00°34'45" E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  S 00°34'45" E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public S 00°34'45" E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  00°34'45" E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public 00°34'45" E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public E, along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public along the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public the west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public west line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public line of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public of said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public said Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public Yu tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public tract, passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public passing at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public at 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public 364.64 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public rod found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public found for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public for witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public witness, and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public and continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public continuing a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public a total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public total distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public distance of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public of 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public 385.66 feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public feet to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public to a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public a MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public MAG nail found in County Road 247, a public  nail found in County Road 247, a public nail found in County Road 247, a public  found in County Road 247, a public found in County Road 247, a public  in County Road 247, a public in County Road 247, a public  County Road 247, a public County Road 247, a public  Road 247, a public Road 247, a public  247, a public 247, a public  a public a public  public public right-of-way, for the southernmost southeast corner of the subject property, also being the southwest corner of said Yu tract; THENCE S 89°26'21" W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  S 89°26'21" W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson S 89°26'21" W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  89°26'21" W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson 89°26'21" W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson W, 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson 331.15 feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson feet along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson along the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson the north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson north line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson line of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson of County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson County Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson Road 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson 247 to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson to a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson a MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson MAG nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson nail found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson found for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson for the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson corner of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson of the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson the subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson subject tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson tract, also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson also being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson being the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson the southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson southeast corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson corner of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson of a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson a tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson tract conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson conveyed to Sheri Ann Wilson  to Sheri Ann Wilson to Sheri Ann Wilson  Sheri Ann Wilson Sheri Ann Wilson  Ann Wilson Ann Wilson  Wilson Wilson Jones, et al, recorded in Volume 4415, Page 13 DRCCT; THENCE N 00°32'03" W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  N 00°32'03" W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total N 00°32'03" W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  00°32'03" W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total 00°32'03" W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total W, along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total along the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total the east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total east line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total line of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total of said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total said Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total Jones tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total tract, passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total passing at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total at 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total 20.69 feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total feet a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total a 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total 1/2" iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total iron rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total rod found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total found for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total for witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total witness, and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total and passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total passing at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total at 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total 494.18 feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total feet a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total a 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total 5/8" capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total capped iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total iron rod found for witness, and continuing a total  rod found for witness, and continuing a total rod found for witness, and continuing a total  found for witness, and continuing a total found for witness, and continuing a total  for witness, and continuing a total for witness, and continuing a total  witness, and continuing a total witness, and continuing a total  and continuing a total and continuing a total  continuing a total continuing a total  a total a total  total total distance of 1980.28 feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  of 1980.28 feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm of 1980.28 feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  1980.28 feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm 1980.28 feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm feet to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm to a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm a 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm 1/2" capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm capped iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm iron rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm rod found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm found for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm for the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm the northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm northwest corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm corner of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm of the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm the subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm subject tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm tract, also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm also being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm being northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm northeast corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm corner of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm of said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm said Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm Jones tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm tract, also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm also being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm being on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm on the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm the south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm south line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm line of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm of Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm Lot 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  10, Block A, Brooks Farm 10, Block A, Brooks Farm  Block A, Brooks Farm Block A, Brooks Farm  A, Brooks Farm A, Brooks Farm  Brooks Farm Brooks Farm  Farm Farm Estates Phase II, recorded in Cabinet 2006, Page 690, Plat Records, Collin County, Texas (PRCCT); THENCE N 89°23'51" E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  N 89°23'51" E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and N 89°23'51" E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  89°23'51" E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and 89°23'51" E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and E, along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and along the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and the south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and south line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and line of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and of Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Lot 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and 10, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and corner thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and thereof and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and the southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and southwest corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and corner of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and of Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Lot 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and 9, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Phase I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and I, recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and recorded in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and in Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and Cabinet R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  R, Page 215 PRCCT, and R, Page 215 PRCCT, and  Page 215 PRCCT, and Page 215 PRCCT, and  215 PRCCT, and 215 PRCCT, and  PRCCT, and PRCCT, and  and and continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  along the south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, along the south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  the south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, the south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, south line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, line thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, thereof a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, a total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, total distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, distance of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, of 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, 329.60 feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, feet to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, to a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, a concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, concrete monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, monument found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, found for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, for the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, the northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, northernmost northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, northeast corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, corner of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, of the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, the subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, subject tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, tract, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, also being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, being the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, the southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R, southerly northwest corner of Lot 8R,  northwest corner of Lot 8R, northwest corner of Lot 8R,  corner of Lot 8R, corner of Lot 8R,  of Lot 8R, of Lot 8R,  Lot 8R, Lot 8R,  8R, 8R, Block A, Brooks Farm Estates Phase I, recorded in Cabinet 2012, Page 287 PRCCT; THENCE S 00°34'45" E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  S 00°34'45" E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. S 00°34'45" E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  00°34'45" E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. 00°34'45" E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. E, along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. along the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. the west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. west line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. line of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. of Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Lot 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. 8R, passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. passing the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. the southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. southwest corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. corner thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. thereof and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. and the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. corner of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. of a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. a tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  recorded in Document No. recorded in Document No.  in Document No. in Document No.  Document No. Document No.  No. No. 20140801000814790 DRCCT, and continuing along the west line thereof a total distance of 656.79 feet to a 5/8" iron rod found for the northernmost inverted corner of the subject tract; THENCE N 89°23'14" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  N 89°23'14" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. N 89°23'14" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  89°23'14" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. 89°23'14" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. corner thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. thereof and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. and the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. the southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. southwest corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. corner of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. of another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. another tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. tract conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  Cichosz, recorded in Document No. Cichosz, recorded in Document No.  recorded in Document No. recorded in Document No.  in Document No. in Document No.  Document No. Document No.  No. No. 20140801000814800 DRCCT, and continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  DRCCT, and continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed DRCCT, and continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  and continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed and continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed continuing along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed along the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed the south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed south line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed line thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed thereof a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed a total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed total distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed distance of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed of 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed 558.55 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed set for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed for the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  the northwest corner of another tract conveyed the northwest corner of another tract conveyed  northwest corner of another tract conveyed northwest corner of another tract conveyed  corner of another tract conveyed corner of another tract conveyed  of another tract conveyed of another tract conveyed  another tract conveyed another tract conveyed  tract conveyed tract conveyed  conveyed conveyed to Vincent and Mona-Lisa Cichosz, recorded in Document No. 20151203001514010 DRCCT; THENCE S 00°41'54" E, 469.83 feet along the west line of said Cichosz tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the southwest corner thereof; THENCE N 89°24'44" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  N 89°24'44" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. N 89°24'44" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  89°24'44" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. 89°24'44" E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. E, along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. along the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. the south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. south line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. line of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. of said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. said Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. Cichosz tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. tract, passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. passing the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. corner of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. of a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. a tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. tract conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. conveyed to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. to Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. Francis Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. Leland & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. & Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. Sue Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  Synott Rose, recorded in Document No. Synott Rose, recorded in Document No.  Rose, recorded in Document No. Rose, recorded in Document No.  recorded in Document No. recorded in Document No.  in Document No. in Document No.  Document No. Document No.  No. No. 20181011001270540 DRCCT, and continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  DRCCT, and continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along DRCCT, and continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  and continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along and continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along continuing to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along to pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along pass the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along the southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along southeast corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along corner thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along thereof and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along and the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along the southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along southwest corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along corner of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along of a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along a tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along tract conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along conveyed to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along to Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along Danny Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along Verdo Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along Fondren, recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along recorded in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along in Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along Volume 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along 2040, Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along Page 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  654 DRCCT, and continuing along 654 DRCCT, and continuing along  DRCCT, and continuing along DRCCT, and continuing along  and continuing along and continuing along  continuing along continuing along  along along the south line thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  south line thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document south line thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  line thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document line thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document thereof a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document a total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document total distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document distance of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document of 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document 557.28 feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document feet to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document "SPIARSENG" set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document set for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document for the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document the northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document northwest corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document corner of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document of a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document a tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document tract conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document conveyed to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document to Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document Chuan Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document Chian and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document and Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document Kuet Choi Lo, recorded in Document  Choi Lo, recorded in Document Choi Lo, recorded in Document  Lo, recorded in Document Lo, recorded in Document  recorded in Document recorded in Document  in Document in Document  Document Document No. 20101123001284170 DRCCT; THENCE S 00°52'19" E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  S 00°52'19" E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest S 00°52'19" E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  00°52'19" E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest 00°52'19" E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest E, 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest 156.96 feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest feet along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest along the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest the west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest west line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest line of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest of said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest said Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest Chian tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest tract to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest to a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest a 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest 1/2" iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest iron rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest rod with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest with plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest plastic cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest cap stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest stamped "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest "SPIARSENG" set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest set for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest for the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest the easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest easternmost inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest inverted corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest corner of the subject tract, also being the southwest  of the subject tract, also being the southwest of the subject tract, also being the southwest  the subject tract, also being the southwest the subject tract, also being the southwest  subject tract, also being the southwest subject tract, also being the southwest  tract, also being the southwest tract, also being the southwest  also being the southwest also being the southwest  being the southwest being the southwest  the southwest the southwest  southwest southwest corner of said Chian tract; THENCE N 89°24'53" E, 530.40 feet along the south line of said Chian tract to a point on the west line of McCreary Road; THENCE along the west line of McCreary road, the following: S 01°00'47" E, 59.91 feet; Along a tangent curve to the right having a central angle of 08°31'04", a radius of 797.50 feet, a chord of S 03°32'22" W - 118.45 feet, an arc length of 118.56 feet; And a reverse curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  a reverse curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject a reverse curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  reverse curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject reverse curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject curve to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject to the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject the left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject left having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject having a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject a central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject central angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject angle of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject of 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject 08°29'28", a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject a radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject radius of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject of 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject 902.50 feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject feet, a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject a chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject chord of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject of S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject S 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject 03°33'10" W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject W - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject - 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject 133.63 feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject feet, an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject an arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject arc length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject length of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject of 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject 133.75 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject to the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject the POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject POINT OF BEGINNING with the subject  OF BEGINNING with the subject OF BEGINNING with the subject  BEGINNING with the subject BEGINNING with the subject  with the subject with the subject  the subject the subject  subject subject tract containing 1,603,252 square feet or 36.806 acres of land.
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NOW THEREFORE, KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That We, Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  We, Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, We, Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, Muddy Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, Creek Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, Holdings, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, LLC, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, , do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, do hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, hereby adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, adopt this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, this plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, plat designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, designating the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  the hereinabove described property as LOT 1, the hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  hereinabove described property as LOT 1, hereinabove described property as LOT 1,  described property as LOT 1, described property as LOT 1,  property as LOT 1, property as LOT 1,  as LOT 1, as LOT 1,  LOT 1, LOT 1,  1, 1, BLOCK A, MCWHIRTER MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  A, MCWHIRTER MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the A, MCWHIRTER MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  MCWHIRTER MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the MCWHIRTER MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the MUDDY CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the CREEK, an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the , an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the an Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the Addition to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the to Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the Collin County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the County, and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the and do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the do hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  hereby dedicate to the public use forever the hereby dedicate to the public use forever the  dedicate to the public use forever the dedicate to the public use forever the  to the public use forever the to the public use forever the  the public use forever the the public use forever the  public use forever the public use forever the  use forever the use forever the  forever the forever the  the the streets and alleys shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  and alleys shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and and alleys shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  alleys shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and alleys shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and shown thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and thereon and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and do hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and hereby reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and reserve the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and the easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and easement strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and strips shown on this plat for the mutual use and  shown on this plat for the mutual use and shown on this plat for the mutual use and  on this plat for the mutual use and on this plat for the mutual use and  this plat for the mutual use and this plat for the mutual use and  plat for the mutual use and plat for the mutual use and  for the mutual use and for the mutual use and  the mutual use and the mutual use and  mutual use and mutual use and  use and use and  and and accommodation of garbage collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  of garbage collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have of garbage collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  garbage collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have garbage collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have collection agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have agencies and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have and all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have all public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have public utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have utilities desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have desiring to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  to use or using same. Any public utility shall have to use or using same. Any public utility shall have  use or using same. Any public utility shall have use or using same. Any public utility shall have  or using same. Any public utility shall have or using same. Any public utility shall have  using same. Any public utility shall have using same. Any public utility shall have  same. Any public utility shall have same. Any public utility shall have  Any public utility shall have Any public utility shall have  public utility shall have public utility shall have  utility shall have utility shall have  shall have shall have  have have the right to remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  right to remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths right to remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  to remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths to remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths remove and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths and keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths keep removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths removed all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths all or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths or part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths part of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths of any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths any buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths buildings, fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths fences, trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths trees, shrubs, or other improvements or growths  shrubs, or other improvements or growths shrubs, or other improvements or growths  or other improvements or growths or other improvements or growths  other improvements or growths other improvements or growths  improvements or growths improvements or growths  or growths or growths  growths growths which in any way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  in any way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of in any way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  any way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of any way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of way endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of endanger or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of or interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of interfere with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of with the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of the construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of construction, maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of maintenance or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  or efficiency of its respective systems on any of or efficiency of its respective systems on any of  efficiency of its respective systems on any of efficiency of its respective systems on any of  of its respective systems on any of of its respective systems on any of  its respective systems on any of its respective systems on any of  respective systems on any of respective systems on any of  systems on any of systems on any of  on any of on any of  any of any of  of of these easement strips and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  easement strips and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the easement strips and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  strips and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the strips and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the and any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the any public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the public utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the utility shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the shall at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the at all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the all times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the times have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the have the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the right of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  of ingress and egress to and from and upon the of ingress and egress to and from and upon the  ingress and egress to and from and upon the ingress and egress to and from and upon the  and egress to and from and upon the and egress to and from and upon the  egress to and from and upon the egress to and from and upon the  to and from and upon the to and from and upon the  and from and upon the and from and upon the  from and upon the from and upon the  and upon the and upon the  upon the upon the  the the said easement strip for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  easement strip for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time easement strip for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  strip for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time strip for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time reconstructing, inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time inspecting, and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  and patrolling, without the necessity at any time and patrolling, without the necessity at any time  patrolling, without the necessity at any time patrolling, without the necessity at any time  without the necessity at any time without the necessity at any time  the necessity at any time the necessity at any time  necessity at any time necessity at any time  at any time at any time  any time any time  time time of procuring the permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  procuring the permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of procuring the permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  the permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of the permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of permission of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of anyone. This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of all platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of platting ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of ordinances, rules, regulations and resolutions of  rules, regulations and resolutions of rules, regulations and resolutions of  regulations and resolutions of regulations and resolutions of  and resolutions of and resolutions of  resolutions of resolutions of  of of Collin County, Texas. Witness our hands at          County, Texas, this           day of                           , 2022.          County, Texas, this           day of                           , 2022.  County, Texas, this           day of                           , 2022.           day of                           , 2022.  day of                           , 2022.                           , 2022. , 2022. COMPANY NAME By:                                                                             Philip Brua
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Budget Account Code:  Meeting Date: See above. 

Budgeted Amount:   
Department/ 

Requestor: P&Z Commission 

Fund Balance-before 
expenditure:  Prepared by:   

ACA/CS Scott Grey for Public 

Works Director Gary Machado 

Estimated Cost:  Date Prepared: March 4, 2022 

 

Exhibits: 

 

1. John W. Birkhoff, P.E., letter, dated March 3, 2022 
2. Development Application 
3. Final Plat 
4. Development Agreement 

AGENDA SUBJECT 

CONSIDERATION AND/OR ANY APPROPRIATE ACTION ON KINGS CROSSING 
PHASE 3 FINAL PLAT. 
SUMMARY  
Please review the information provided for Kings Crossing Phase 3 Final Plat, Lots 1-
20, Block A; Lots 1-6, Block B; and Lots 1-12, Block C, 38 Residential Lots, being 48.75 
acres, situated in the Ann S. Hurt Survey, Abstract No. 428, City of Parker, Collin 
County, Texas. 
POSSIBLE ACTION   
Planning and Zoning (P&Z) Commission may direct staff to take appropriate action. 
 
Inter – Office Use 

Approved by: Enter Text Here   
Department Head/ 
Requestor: Patti Scott Grey Date: 03/03/2022 

City Attorney:  Trey Lansford Date: 03/03/2022 via Municode Software 

Public Work Director Gary Machado Date: 03/04/2022 
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LOT SIZE TABLE
BLOCK LOT # AREA ACREAGE

A 1 49,296 1.132
A 2 49,232 1.130
A 3 53,479 1.228
A 4 50,179 1.152
A 10 43,633 1.002
A 11 43,577 1.000
A 12 43,591 1.001
A 13 43,606 1.001
A 14 54,576 1.253
A 15 43,775 1.005
A 16 43,560 1.000
A 17 43,584 1.001
A 18 43,647 1.002
A 19 43,560 1.000
A 20 44,467 1.021
B 1 47,499 1.090
B 2 43,561 1.000
B 3 43,621 1.001
B 4 43,561 1.000
B 5 43,706 1.003
B 6 53,570 1.230
C 1 49,113 1.127
C 2 43,561 1.000
C 3 43,565 1.000
C 4 43,561 1.000
C 5 43,561 1.000
C 6 43,567 1.000
C 7 43,560 1.000
C 8 43,561 1.000
C 9 43,561 1.000
C 10 43,560 1.000
C 11 43,562 1.000
C 12 46,614 1.070
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